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Abstract: Parallel compressor theory (PCT) is commonly used to estimate effects of inlet distortion
on compressor performance. As well as compressor, the actual inflow to pump is also nonuniform
and unfavorable for performances. Nowadays, insufficient understanding of nonuniform inflow
effects on pump performance restricts its development. Therefore, this paper applies PCT to predict
external characteristics and evaluate internal flow instability of waterjet pump under nonuniform
inflow. According to features of nonuniform inflow, the traditional PCT is modified and makes
waterjet pump sub-divided into two circumferential tubes owning same performances but with
different inlet velocity (representing nonuniform inflow). Above all, numerical simulation has been
conducted to validated the applicability and accuracy of PCT in head prediction of waterjet pump
under nonuniform inflow, since area-weighted sum of each tube head (i.e., theoretical pump head)
is highly consistent with simulated result. Moreover, based on identifications of when and which
tube occurs stall, PCT evaluates four stall behaviors of waterjet pump: partial deep stall, partial
stall, pre-stall and full stall. Furthermore, different stall behavior generates different interactions
between head variation of each tube, resulting in a multi-segment head curve under nonuniform
inflow. The modified PCT with associated physical interpretations are expected to provide a sufficient
understanding of nonuniform inflow effects on pump performances.

Keywords: waterjet pump; nonuniform inflow; parallel compressor theory; stall; head

1. Introduction

Waterjet pump delivers power to working fluid and generates high speed jet to drive
surface and underwater vessels [1]. In recent years, waterjet pump gradually replaces
the tradition propeller application in high speed or high stable vessels, such as river boat,
motor boat, destroyer, submarine, torpedo, AUV (Autonomous underwater vehicle) and
UUV (Unmanned underwater vehicle). With development of marine transportation and
deep sea exploration, increasing demand has been put forward to high performances
of waterjet pump, especially head and stability. However, satisfactory performances of
waterjet pump in the test is hardly satisfied to the actual application, namely weaken
performances at the actual operation is a challenge to waterjet pump. This is due to the fact
that waterjet pump positioned closely to an intake duct at the actual operation, encounters
with noticeable nonuniform inflow which is different from uniform inflow in the test [2].
In particular, insufficient understanding of weaken performances and nonuniform flow is
a major problem encountered in the design and application of waterjet pumps. In essence,
this paper aims to give a physical explanation of unfavorable effects of nonuniform inflow
on performances of waterjet pump.

As for the nonuniform inflow to the waterjet pump, many researchers try to identify
the origination and structure of non-uniform inflow by numerical or experimental meth-
ods [2–5]. But, effects of nonuniform inflow on performances of waterjet pump is barely
addresses in literature [2,6]. On the contrary, the influence of inlet distortion (i.e., nonuni-
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form inflow) on external characteristics and internal flow stability of compressor has been
investigated from the 1960s.

Many theory models have been established to predict and evaluate compressor per-
formances, which could be used for reference in waterjet pump. The initial mean line code
(MLC) [7,8] and streamline curvature code (SLCC) [9] which were designed based on the
one-dimensional theory could predict the external characteristics of cascade and single
stage compressor under inlet distortion with low accuracy. The nonlinear model developed
by Greitzer [10] could give adequate predictions of compressor response for the rotating
stall and surge transients at the stall limit line and he also provided the basic arguments
about physical mechanism. The parallel compressor theory (PLC) [11–13] enriches the
one-dimensional theory and lays a foundation for the analysis of the aerodynamic char-
acteristics of compressors under circumferential distorted inflow. The dynamic turbine
engine compressor code (DYNTECC) [14] derived from PCT is still used in the design and
test of aero-compressor by Arnold Engineering Development Center [15,16].

The parallel compressor theory is the fundamental theory for the above models,
and commonly used to investigate inlet distortion in aerodynamic turbomachinery. The
parallel compressor theory is detail illustrated in Figure 1. The compressor which operates
under inlet distortion is transformed into a compression parallel system with multiple
inlets and a single exit. Several segments or tubes which are actually decomposed along
the circumferential direction according to the total pressure distortion from the original
compressor are contained in the parallel system. The influence of inlet distortion on
the aerodynamic performance of the original compressor is determined by analyzing
operations of each tube in the system. The idea of converting compressor into a parallel
compressor system model is also worthy of predicting performances of waterjet pump in
this paper.
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Figure 1. Parallel compressor theory concept [17].

In detail, compressor inlet section is divided into a high total pressure zone and a
low total pressure zone as shown in Figure 1. The tube H corresponding to the high total
pressure sector and the tube L corresponding to the low total pressure sector operate
under various flow rates respectively (representing nonuniform inflow). It is assumed that
tube L and tube H have the same compressor external characteristic curve obtained with
uniform inflow. Accordingly, operating point of each tube can be projected to the same
external characteristic curve. The weighted sum of the inlet total pressure of each tube is
approximately equal to the circumferential total pressure of the original compressor. It is
rather interesting to note that the weighted sum of flow rate of each tube is approximated
to the operation flow of the original compressor; the weighted sum of pressure ratio of each
tube is approximated to the pressure ratio of the original compressor under circumferential
distorted inflow; the weight is equal to the value of dividing circumferential distortion
range θi of each tube by 360◦ [17]. Therefore, the parallel system operating point corre-
sponding waterjet pump under nonuniform inflow locates on the line connecting tube L
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and tube H. As plotted in Figure 1, the connecting line is obviously lower than the external
characteristic curve with uniform inflow, which indicates that the pressure ratio weakens
and reduces under the circumferential total pressure distortion.

Above all, the objective of this paper is twofold: first is to validate the applicability of
parallel compressor theory in predicting external characteristics and evaluating the internal
flow instability of waterjet pump under nonuniform inflow; second is to give a sufficient
understanding of effects of nonuniform inflow on the stall behavior and its associated
multi-segment head curve.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the numerical
simulation method. The modified parallel compressor for waterjet pump under nonuni-
form inflow and the theoretical predict method are outlined in Section 3. In Section 4, the
prediction of head and evaluation of stall behavior of waterjet pump based on parallel
compressor theory are depicted successively. Section 5 discusses the correlation between
stall behavior and multi-segment head curve. Conclusions are drawn in Section 6.

2. Numerical Setup

In the recent years, many studies have demonstrated that numerical simulations can
accurately predict performances of the waterjet pump and its completely system [18,19].
Therefore, the commercial software ANSYS-CFX is used in this paper to simulate the
three-dimensional flow within a waterjet pump under nonuniform inflow. Meanwhile, the
steady simulation is also performed to obtain performances of a waterjet pump under the
uniform inflow.

2.1. Geometry of Waterjet Pump

In this paper, the waterjet pump from propulsion system is driven by a diesel engine
and installed in an inland vessel. The ship speed ranges from 21 to 42 knots. Based on
design ship speed (30 knots) and the resistance curve, performance parameters of the
corresponding waterjet pump were calculated: flow rate Qd = 3000 m3/h, head Hd = 8.8 m,
rotor speed nd = 1450 r/min. Assuming the uniform suction flow, an axial-flow pump
was designed to satisfy the requirements. Table 1 provides the geometric details of the
water-jet pump.

Table 1. Main geometric parameters of an axial waterjet pump.

Number of impeller blades [zR] 3
Number of guide vanes [zS] 7

Impeller diameter [D2] 447 mm
Casing diameter [D3] 450 mm

Tip clearance (normal) 1.5 mm
Hub ratio [Dh/D2] 0.4

Discharge nozzle diameter [Dj] 250 mm

2.2. Configuration, Grid and Boundary Conditions of Waterjet Pump under Nonuniform Inflow

Figure 2 illustrates a 3D configuration of the waterjet pump under nonuniform in-
flow. The computation zone includes 5 individual parts to calculate pump performance
under non-uniform inflow, namely, the impeller (rotor), guide vane (stator), discharge
nozzle, intake duct and an upstream region. The upstream region represents the fluid
domain below the hull and its reasonable size is 30D2 × 10D2 × 8D2 [20], where D2 is the
impeller diameter.

CFX was used to simulate the complicate flow in the waterjet pump. The steady–state
turbulent flow based on the Reynolds–averaged Navier–Stokes equations was solved by
the RNG k-ε model to give accurate predictions of the flow separation phenomena; and the
scalable wall-function was used for the wall treatment. The accuracy of RNG k-ε model
has been validated in many reported articles [2,6]. During the steady calculation, the
high-resolution scheme was used for the convection terms while the central difference
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scheme used for the diffusion terms. The fluid was the ideal water at 25 ◦C. The conver-
gence precision was based on reducing the maximum of the normalized residuals of the
momentum and continuity equations to less than 10−5.
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Figure 2. Configuration of a waterjet pump under nonuniform suction.

Structured hexahedral mesh is generated for the whole computational domain using
ANSYS-ICEM mesh generation tool, which has a small truncation error and better conver-
gence characteristic during numerical simulation. As described in Figure 3, the impeller
and guide vane were discretized by H-type blocks. Meanwhile, both the discharge nozzle
and intake duct were discretized by O-type blocks. Grid refinement was set up on the solid
walls, especially the blade surfaces and the interface between the duct and upstream region.
Thus, the boundary-layer was reasonably controlled, and the y+ on solid surfaces was in
a proper range. CFD calculations at the design point were repeated on four grids with
increasing size to perform grid independency analysis on the whole domain, the pump
head calculated with four grids were normalized with respect to HGrid 4 and plotted in
Figure 4. Grid 3 presented less than 0.5% variation of the normalized head, thus it was
eventually selected for this study. The total node number of Grid 3 is about 4.3 million.
In detail, the number of the impeller is 128 × 74 × 86 (axial, spanwise, pitch), and it is
150 × 72 × 75 for the guide vane. The grid quality is about 0.6 and the average y+ is around
40, which is suitable for the scalable wall-function.‘

CFX was used to simulate the complicate flow in the waterjet pump. The steady–state
turbulent flow based on the Reynolds–averaged Navier–Stokes equations was solved by
the RNG k-ε model to give accurate predictions of the flow separation phenomena; and the
scalable wall-function was used for the wall treatment. The accuracy of RNG k-ε model has
been validated in many reported articles [2,6]. During the steady calculation, the high reso-
lution scheme was used for the convection terms while the central difference scheme used
for the diffusion terms. The fluid was the ideal water at 25 ◦C. The convergence precision
was based on reducing the maximum of the normalized residuals of the momentum and
continuity equations to less than 10−5.
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As seen in the vessel frame of reference, the upstream region was set as a stationary
frame, but the side and lower walls of the domain below the hull were set as relative motion
(30 knots). The trim angle of the hull was fixed at 0 (even keel). The intake duct domain
was also set as a stationary frame, in which the penetrating shaft was set as relative rotation
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(1450 r/min). The impeller domain was set as the rotating frame with design shaft speed
(1450 r/min). The guide vane and nozzle were set as a stationary frame. Furthermore, the
interface between the stationary frame and the rotating frame was set as the rotor-stator
interface, where frozen rotor method was used for the frame change. Moreover, all the
physical walls were set as nonslip walls.

The outlet boundary condition of the nozzle was set as opening, and the outlet
boundary condition of the upstream region was set as an average static pressure condition.
The inlet boundary condition was set as a velocity normal to the inlet, and the initial
velocity distribution was determined by Equation (1). The actual inlet velocity was related
to the ship speed, and considered the velocity gradient by the boundary layer below the
hull. The boundary layer thickness was calculated by Wieghardt equation [2,20].

Actual inlet velocity vin =

 vs(
y
δ )

1
N

,y≤δ

vs, y > δ

 (1)

Boundary layer thickness δ = 0.27xw (Re)−1/6 (2)

where vs is the ship speed, y is the depth normal to hull bottom, the power law exponent
N = 9 is used, Re is the Reynolds number in relation to the wetted length xw.

By changing ship speed, the steady-state simulations of the waterjet pump under
nonuniform inflow were carried out, and then hydraulic performances were obtained.
As shown in Figure 2, the flow rate was calculated at the outlet of the nozzle and the
nonuniform flow detail was calculated at the pump inlet section, which was the interface
between the intake duct and the pump. Moreover, the pump head was calculated on
the basis of the total pressure difference between the nozzle outlet and the pump inlet
section. This simulated head contained hydraulic losses in the nozzle with no losses in the
intake duct.

2.3. Configuration, Grid and Boundary Conditions of Waterjet Pump under Uniform Inflow

The computation zone of waterjet pump under nonuniform inflow was divided into
4 parts. Compared with the waterjet pump under nonuniform inflow, the nozzle, guide
vane diffuser and impeller were unchanged. However, intake duct and upstream region
were replaced by a straight pipe, whose length is 2.5D2 to keep the pump inflow uniform
under conditions.

The same multi-block grids of the waterjet pump were used in this steady simulation.
Meanwhile, most numerical settings were remained, and the major change occurred in
the boundary conditions. The average total pressure was imposed as an inlet boundary
condition of the waterjet pump under uniform inflow, and the outlet boundary condition
was set as the mass flow rate in accordance with the numerical result of the nonuniform
inflow model. By changing the mass flow rate, pump performances under the uniform
inflow were achieved. In detail, the pump head was calculated between the same sections.

2.4. Simulation Model Validation

In order to validate the accuracy of the current numerical method, the waterjet pump
under the uniform inflow has been examined in a closed test loop facility, where the
experimental uncertainty errors of the head and flow rate are all below 0.5%.

Figure 5 compares the experimental curve of Q-H with the numerical data un-
der the uniform suction flow. As a result, the predicted head tendency at flow rate
Q/Qd = 0.85–1.1 presents a desirable agreement with the experimental curve. At the de-
sign flow rate, the prediction error is below 1%. The maximum error is 2.76% at a large
flow rate, due to an increase in the leakage flow rate. Hence, the simulation model is
suitable for the following analysis.
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3. A modified Parallel Compressor Theory to Waterjet Pump under
Nonuniform Inflow

According to flow features of the nonuniform inflow, the traditional parallel com-
pressor theory should be modified to predict and evaluate the distorted performance of
waterjet pump.

Previous research has verified that the primary feature of nonuniform inflow is a
circumferential vortex fixed on the top of pump inlet surface [21]. As shown in Figure 6, the
distorted flow field upstream of the pump is characterized by two regions: one is the top
region associated with the vortex is defined as the distorted sector ranging from −60◦ to
60◦; the other region is defined as the clean sector. According to the circumferential range
of distorted and clean sectors, the overall control volume of waterjet pump is divided into
two circumferential and parallel tubes that extend from distorted/clean sector downstream
to the exit. In detail, tube L, colored by red in Figure 6, corresponds to the distorted sector
and mainly operates at low flow rate; tube H, colored by blue in Figure 6, corresponds to
the clean sector and almost operates at high flow rate. Therefore, the waterjet pump under
nonuniform inflow is converted into a parallel pump system.
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In addition, the performance of waterjet pump under nonuniform inflow is equal to
the resultant performance of tube L and tube H in the modified parallel pump system.
In order to predict and estimate characteristics of tube L and tube H, some assumptions
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should be put forward to improve the former parallel compressor theory: (1) the pump
performance in each tube is identical to that obtained from uniform flow operation at the
local value of flow rate, (2) each tube operates with different uniform inflow independently,
(3) there is no circumferential flow migration between tube L and tube H, (4) tube L and
tube H has the same exit, where the total pressure or velocity is uniform.

With these assumptions, tube L and tube H have the same pump performance but
with different inlet velocity (representing nonuniform inflow). In detail, the actual flow
rate and head of waterjet pump under nonuniform inflow are theoretical calculated by
using area weighted sum of flow rate and head of tube L and H.

4. Results
4.1. Application of Parallel Compressor Theory in Predicting Head of Waterjet Pump

The flow rate and head of waterjet pump under nonuniform inflow was calculated by
numerical simulation, the simulation results from the ship speed of 1 m/s to 15 m/s were
subsequently listed in Table 2. According to modified parallel compressor theory, the flow
rate and head of the parallel system were theoretical calculated by the area-weighted sum
of tube L and H, the theoretical calculation results were also listed in Table 2.

Table 2. Comparison between simulated and theoretical flow rate or head in different conditions.

vs (m/s) Qsim (m3/h) Qth (m3/h) Error (%) Hsim (m) * Hth (m) Error (%)

15 2956 2960 0.138 8.473 9.017 6.42
14 2896 2900 0.150 8.718 9.181 5.31
13 2844 2848 0.151 8.964 9.320 3.97
12 2795 2800 0.157 9.238 9.450 2.29
11 2752 2755 0.139 9.481 9.566 0.89
10 2716 2720 0.140 9.726 9.720 0.07
9 2680 2684 0.132 9.930 9.858 0.73
8 2644 2647 0.123 10.125 9.954 1.70
7 2608 2612 0.130 10.301 10.038 2.55
6 2563 2566 0.126 10.363 10.199 1.59
5 2525 2528 0.123 10.437 10.331 1.02
4 2488 2492 0.143 10.538 10.444 0.9
3 2447 2448 0.035 10.321 10.510 1.84
2 2415 2419 0.133 10.542 10.500 0.39
1 2394 2397 0.151 10.557 10.468 0.84

* Pump head was obtained from the total pressure difference between impeller inlet and nozzle outlet.

Table 2 shows comparison of flow rate and pump head between numerical simulation
and the modified parallel compressor theory. It is found that the theoretical value of flow
rate is approximately equal to the simulated value, and relative errors are all less than
0.2% within the ship speed range. Meanwhile, the theoretical value of head is also in good
agreement with the simulated value; the maximal relative error of head is 6.42% in the ship
speed 15 m/s, and errors in other ship speed are nearly less than 4%. It can be validated
that the modified parallel compressor theory can accurately predict head of waterjet pump
under nonuniform inflow.

Three reasons are summarized to explain the prediction deviation as follows: firstly,
the resultant head is summed by area-weighted instead of mass-weighted. Besides, the
circumferential flow actually exists and transfers energy between tube L and H. Further-
more, the pump performance in each tube, especially at low flow rate, is incompletely
identical to that obtained from uniform inflow. Although the prediction deviation results
from assumptions of the modified parallel compressor theory, its value is in an acceptable
range and has little impact on the variation trend of head with flow rate. Consequently, the
modified parallel compressor theory is applicable in the external characteristics prediction
for waterjet pump.
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4.2. Application of Parallel Compressor Theory in Evaluating Stall Behavior of Waterjet Pump

Figure 7a depicts tube L and tube H having the same overall external characteristics
(the grey line) obtained from uniform inflow but with different inlet velocity and flow rate
(representing nonuniform inflow).
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The grey line represents the flow rate-head curve of waterjet pump with uniform
inflow, which was obtained by numerical simulation listed in Section 2.3. It is worth noting
that pump head was also calculated by total pressure difference between impeller inlet
and nozzle outlet instead. It must be emphasized that the grey line exhibits a hump and
a valley respectively in Figure 7a. The hump corresponds to the maximal head point
locating at the flow rate 2450 m3/h. According to the approximate stall criterion raised
by Emmons [22], the hump can be approximately regarded as the stall critical point of the
pump. Namely, the pump or tube occurs stall when its operating flow rate is lower than
2450 m3/h. In addition, the valley corresponds to the minimal head point locating at the
flow rate 2350 m3/h. It indicates that once the flow rate is lower than 2350 m3/h, the pump
or tube operates at deep stall condition, where a wide range of backflow exists.

The blue line describes the variations of head and flow rate of tube H with the reducing
ship speed. It is noticed that the tube H keeps moving along the grey line from right to
left, even climbs over the hump to the valley in Figure 7a; namely, the reducing ship speed
induces lower flow rate of tube H in in Figure 7b, even resulting in stall occurrence of
tube H.

The red line illustrates the variations of head and flow rate of tube L with the reducing
ship speed. It is rather interesting note that tube L moves along the grey line from left to
right, and then recircles around the hump in Figure 7a. That is to say, the flow rate of tube
L firstly increases with the reducing ship speed, and then returns to reduce when the ship
speed approaches 4 m/s. As demonstrated in Figure 7b, tube L obtains the largest flow rate
in the ship speed 4 m/s. In particular, the ship speed of 4 m/s is also a critical condition
where the flow rate of tube H begins to be lower than that of tube L. It is revealed that tube
H probably occurs stall, even deep stall earlier than tube L.

In order to identify when and which tube occurs stall more accurately, two isolines
which values of flow rate are 2450 m3/h and 2350 m3/h respectively were added in
Figure 7b. Thus, four ship speed zones were divided according to points of intersection of
lines: isoline with value of flow rate of 2450 m3/h and 2350 m3/h, flow rate curves of tube
L and tube H. Furthermore, the stall behavior of each tube at different ship speed zone will
be analyzed systematically based on the following figures.
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Partial deep stall occurs in the ship speed range from 11 m/s to 15 m/s: tube L operates
at deep stall condition, and tube H is beyond stall. As observed in the movement of blue
point from Figure 8a to Figure 8c, the reducing ship velocity gives rise to a flow rate drop in
tube H, but tube H still operates at large flow rate which is far from the hump (2450 m3/h)
in this ship speed range. In contrast, the reducing ship velocity produces a flow rate
increase in tube L; the red point subsequently moves down toward the valley, but tube L
operates at deep stall condition because its flow rate is lower than 2350 m3/h. Consequently,
tube L (deep stall) that accompanies tube H (beyond stall) contributes to a partial deep stall
behavior in the parallel system, i.e., waterjet pump under nonuniform inflow.
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Partial stall occurs in the ship speed range from 7 m/s to 10 m/s: tube L operates at
stall condition, and tube H is beyond stall. As presented in the movement of blue point
from Figure 9a–c, tube H keeps climbing the hump from the right side as the ship speed
reduces, while the flow rate of tube H is still apparently larger than 2450 m3/h in this ship
speed range. Meanwhile, tube L climbs the hump from the left side, and finally reaches
the hump at ship speed 7 m/s; although the flow rate of tube L keeps increasing with
the reducing ship speed, its value is still lower than 2450 m3/h which means that tube
L always operates at stall condition. As a result, tube L (stall) combined with tube H
(beyond stall) induces a partial stall behavior in the parallel system, i.e., waterjet pump
under nonuniform inflow.
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Pre-stall occurs in the ship speed range from 4 m/s to 7 m/s: both tube L and tube H
operates at near-stall condition. As shown in the movement of blue point from Figure 10a
to Figure 10c, tube H approaches close to the hump due to the reducing ship speed, with
consequent a flow rate drop from 2700 m3/h to 2480 m3/h; namely, tube H operates near
the hump in this ship speed range. After climbing over the hump, tube L continues to move
forward due to the reducing ship speed, with consequent an increase in flow rater even to
the maximum at ship speed 4 m/s; it is noticed that the maximum value is about 2515 m3/h,
slight larger than 2450 m3/h, so that tube H also operates near the hump. Hence, both tube
L (near-stall) and tube H (near-stall) are responsible for a pre-stall behavior in the parallel
system, i.e., waterjet pump under nonuniform inflow.
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Full stall occurs in the ship speed from of 1 m/s to 3 m/s: tube L maintains stall
inception and tube H operates at stall condition. As depicted in the movement of blue
point from Figure 11a–c, tube H climbs up to the hump at ship speed 3 m/s; as the ship
speed continues reducing, tube H gradually moves down toward the valley where the
flow rate is lower than 2450 m3/h; so, it is indicated that tube H operates at stall condition
within this ship speed range. Additionally, tube L returns and rapidly climbs up to the
hump again at ship speed 3 m/s, as evidenced by sharp flow rate drop; as the ship speed
continues reducing, tube L fixes on the hump instead of moving down toward the valley as
well as tube H; so, it is indicated that tube L maintains the invariant stall condition owing
to the unchanged flow rate. As a consequence, tube L (invariant stall) united with tube
H (evolving stall) results in a full stall behavior in the parallel system, i.e., waterjet pump
under nonuniform inflow.
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According to the above analyzing of operation points of waterjet pump and its tubes
under various ship speeds, stall behaviors under nonuniform inflow can be divided into
partial deep stall, partial stall, stall inception and full stall. Namely, nonuniform inflow
gives rise to partial stall in the tube, resulting in flow instability of the whole parallel
pump system although its total flow rate under uniform inflow is far away from instability
limiting line.

5. Discussion
Correlation between Multi-Segment Head Curve and Stall Behavior under Nonuniform Inflow

Operating points of tube L and H also have a dominant effect on variations of head
curve at four different stall conditions, and consequently can exhibit a multi-segment
head curve instead of the traditional parabolic curve in Figure 12. In order to explore
its generation mechanism, the following analysis is focused on the change rule of each
segment head curve and its corresponding stall behavior in the established parallel pump
system.
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Figure 12. Multi-segment head curve of waterjet pump under nonuniform inflow.

I-segment exhibits a slowly increasing head curve with the reducing flow rate, cor-
responding to partial deep stall. From the view of the established parallel pump system,
tube H operates far from hump and its head increases with the reducing flow rate, as
shown in Figure 8. In contrast, lower ship speed produces larger flow grate in tube L, with
consequent a drop in pump head even to the minimum; this head drop in tube L then
offsets the increment of head in tube H. Consequently, the growth of head slows down in
the parallel system (i.e., waterjet pump under nonuniform inflow).

II-segment exhibits an accelerated increasing head curve with the reducing flow rate,
corresponding to partial stall. From the view of the established parallel pump system,
tube H maintains climbing along head curve under uniform inflow to obtain higher head
and lower flow rate, as plotted in Figure 9. Meanwhile, tube L climbs along the same
head curve on the opposite direction, so that the head increases from the valley to the
peak as the flow rate of system reduces; the increasing head in tube L superposes with the
increasing head in tube H. As a result, the growth of head accelerates in the parallel system
(i.e., waterjet pump under nonuniform inflow).

III-segment exhibits a new slowly increasing head curve with the reducing flow rate
corresponding to pre-stall. From the view of the established parallel pump system, tube H
approaches close to the hump due to the reducing flow rate, with consequent an increase
in head of 5%, as presented in Figure 10. After climbing over the hump, the head of tube L
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stops increasing and even turns back to reduce; this head drop in tube L also offsets the
increment of head in tube H. Hence, the growth of head slows down again in the parallel
system (i.e., waterjet pump under nonuniform inflow).

IV-segment exhibits a saddle-shaped head curve with the reducing flow rate, corre-
sponding to full stall. From the view of the established parallel pump system, tube H
climbs over the hump and then occurs stall, its head thus reduces as the flow rate of system
decreases, as illustrated in Figure 11. Additionally, the fixed tube L maintains the invariant
stall condition and pump head; this unchanged head in tube L has a slight effect on the
variant of system head curve. As a consequence, the head curve in the parallel system
(i.e., waterjet pump under nonuniform inflow) is consistent with a saddle-shaped curve of
tube H.

In conclusion, nonuniform inflow gives rise to partial stall and flow instability of
waterjet pump, resulting in a multi-segment head curve representing weaken performances.

6. Conclusions

Based on the modified parallel compressor theory, a parallel pump system composed
of two circumferential tubes, i.e., tube L (distorted) and tube H (clean) was established and
then utilized to predict waterjet pump performances under the nonuniform inflow. Besides,
the distorted waterjet pump performances were also simulated using the RNG k-ε model
and multi-block grids. On the basis of the performance comparison, the applicability of
PCT was validated and the correlation between the multi-segment head curve and stall
behavior was discussed. The main conclusions are summarized as below:

The modified parallel compressor theory is applicable to accurately predicting external
characteristics of waterjet pump under the nonuniform inflow. This is due to the fact that
the area-weighted sum flow rate and pump head based on the modified parallel compressor
theory are highly consistent with the simulated results: the relative errors of flow rate
values in different ship speeds are all less than 0.2%; in addition, the relative errors of head
values are almost less than 4%.

The modified parallel compressor theory is applicable to evaluating internal flow
instability of waterjet pump under nonuniform inflow. According to when and which
tube occurs stall, four different stall behavior of the waterjet pump has been determined:
(1) Partial deep stall ranges from 11 m/s to 15 m/s: tube L occurs deep stall, and tube H is
beyond stall; (2) Partial stall ranges from 7 m/s to 10 m/s: tube L occurs stall, and tube H
is beyond stall; (3) Pre-stall ranges from 4 m/s to 7 m/s: both tube L and tube H operates
at near-stall condition; (4) Full stall ranges from 1 m/s to 3 m/s: tube L maintains stall
inception, and tube H occurs stall condition.

Observations elucidate the internal correlation between the multi-segment head curve
and stall behavior. I-segment head curve increases slowly during partial deep stall range,
because the head drop in tube L offsets the head increment in tube H; II-segment head
accelerated increases during partial stall range, as evidenced by the increment addition
in head of tube L and tube H; III-segment head curve slows down during pre-stall range,
due to the fact that a new head drop in tube L offsets the head increment in tube H; IV-
segment is consistent with a saddle-shaped head curve of tube H, since tube L maintains
its operation and head over full stall range.

Finally, nonuniform inflow induces partial stall and flow instability of the waterjet
pump, resulting in weaken head in the actual application. We hope that the achieved
results could provide a sufficient understanding of the role of the nonuniform inflow in
external characteristic and internal flow instability of waterjet pump.
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Nomenclature
PCT Parallel compressor theory
L Low velocity/total pressure/distorted sector
H High velocity/total pressure/distorted sector
Pt Total pressure (Pa)
D2 Diameter of impeller (m)
D3 Diameter of casing (m)
Dh Diameter of hub (m)
Dj Diameter of nozzle (m)
Q Volume flow rate (m3/h)
H Head of the pump (m)
η Pump efficiency (%)
n Rotating speed (r/min)
z Number of blade
δ Thickness of boundary layer (m)
θ Circumferential angle
Re Reynolds number
Qc Q-criterion (s−2)
vs Ship speed (knot or m/s)
vin Actual inlet velocity (m/s)
span Dimensionless spanwise distance
d Design point
sim Value calculated by numerical simulation
th Value calculated by PCT
i Tube number of PCT
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